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The chords and bass patterns can be played and switched on the fly via the 6-string guitar fretboard.
You can now play chords by strumming them with your fingers or by fretting them. A true guitar

player will immediately understand that in order to accurately execute a certain fingerpick chord,
they need to strum the chord itself. Session Guitarist Strummed Acoustic 2 brings you a great new

way to play chords for free. The chords can be loaded in any range or tempo as long as they are not
super fast (less than 150 BPM). For an additional fee, you can also create your own chord sequences
with Session Guitarist Strummed Acoustic 2. You can also switch between the chords and play them

with single fingers or the second finger of your hand. I havent tried this so far, so I cant speak for this
feature. In order to get as close to reality as possible, drumasonic used the same quality ribbon and

condenser mics, similar to the ones that were used for recording the live guitars on their session.
They mounted each ribbon mic to a unique tilting stage, allowing them to precisely capture each

guitar and recording.The sessions were recorded in a unique room with a great reverb and were then
mixed in their own studio. They used boutique preamps and power amp to give the acoustic guitars
the most realistic and transparent sound possible. With all these improvements, you will have more

fun creating your own songs and arrangements, and we expect the same great level of customer
support youve come to expect. At any time, all the strings are available to play, providing a great

variety of chords and harmonies. The fully customisable changes inside each chord section will give
you the freedom to record chords at any tempo, from a slow ballad to a fast strummed chord. Like

the original, Strummed Acoustic 2 features automatic chord changes, allowing you to play chords as
you listen or follow along with a prerecorded backing track.
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